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for the following sentences:  Choose the right answer Q1: 

1-The emirate heritage club was established in ……………………….in 1993. 

A- Sharjah    

B- Dubai  

C- Abu Dhabi  

2-Sports in coastal environment are varied such as ……………………. 

A- Falconry   

B- Boat racing  

C- Saluki  

3- ………………………is considered the most famous and the largest races 

held in the UAE. 

A- Camel racing  

B- Boat racing  

C- Horse racing    

4- Almqlaah is one of the …………………..…….environment traditional sports. 

A- Coastal  

B- Mountainous    

C- Desert  



5- Plain inhabitants used to plant trees around their houses to prevent 

them from ………………. 

A- Winds   

B- Flooding  

C- Rains  

6- …………………………is made of thick fabric ; a woman uses it to cover 

mostof the features of her face. 

A- Shela  

B- Abaya  

C- Burqa   

7- ……………………is common in the UAE .it is made of wool , worn by adults 

and 

    it`s color is black.  

A- Kandura  

B- Guthra  

C- Egal 

8- The favorite color for man`s kandura is ……………….. 

A- yellow 

B- black  

C- white  

 

 



9- The color of women`s Abaya is ………………… 

A- white  

B- black   

C- blue   

10- The buildings in the oases environment characterized by being 

………………….from each other.  

A- Close  

B- Near  

C- Apart  

 

 

Q2 :Tick (√ ) the right things that you do in the month of Ramadan 

 

Giving Iftar to 

the neighbors 

Fighting with 

friends 

Eating at 

Daytime 

Reading the 

Quran 

Helping 

Parents 

√ 

 

x x 

√ √ 

 

 

 



 

 

 

: classify the Emirati traditional sports according to the three 4Q

:                                environments in the following table 

Environment sport 

Coastal Boat racing-swimming 

Mountainous Almqlaah-alhaum 

 

Desert Saluki hunting dogs-horse racing-falconry 

 

 

 

Q5: Fill in the spaces with suitable words: 

1- The oldest types of arts in the UAE is…………poetry…………… 

2- One of the daily newspapers in the UAE is Al-Ithad…… 

3- Media present to us 

…………news…………………and………information……………………….. 

4- The favourite color for man`s Kandura is…white…………………….. 

5- …………Burqa…………is made of thick fabric, a woman uses it to 

cover most of the features of her face. 

 



 

 

 

 

 


